Architect Security Into
Your Cloud-Ready Network
Whether you’ve moved to the cloud or are on
your way, you can build in the security you need.

We surveyed 1,200 global
IT decision makers who reported…

35%

worry about
legacy IT integration.1

38%

worry about having
consistent security
controls integrated
across traditional and
virtual infrastructure.1

50%
worry about
sensitive
data breaches.1

And these security concerns are compounded
by a lack of cybersecurity skills.

82%

71%

of organizations report
a shortage in
cybersecurity skills.1

believe the cybersecurity
skills gap has a direct
negative impact.1

33%

25%

say the skills shortage
increases their
hacking desirability.1

say they have lost
proprietary data due
to the skills gap.1

How can you resolve these challenges?

Create an agile and automated software-deﬁned data center.
Centralized
Management
Unify your physical and
virtual infrastructure with
policy-based control.

Software Deﬁned
Networking
Operate and secure your
infrastructure with greater
agility and eﬃciency.

Virtual Network
Protection
Detect and block east-west
threats across your
Software-Deﬁned Network.

Physical Network
Protection
Detect and block
north-south threats across
the physical infrastructure.

Virtual Server
Protection
Protect your workloads
across private
cloud environments.

Threat Intelligence
and Analytics
Find and adapt to
unusual behavior with
extended visibility.

To learn more, visit:
www.mcafee.com/privatecloudsecurity

1. Vanson Bourne, on behalf of McAfee, conducted a survey of 1200 IT decision makers responsible for cloud security, across 8 countries ( June 2015).
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